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There is now strong evidence of the presence of a vast
integrated neural system, which involves the hippocam-
pus and several parahippocampal regions, dedicated to
spatial navigation and memory. ‘Place cells’ and ‘Grid
cells’ have been identified as neural correlates of the
ability to remember an environment and to successfully
move through it.
The storage of a spatial map in the hippocampal cir-
cuits poses important computational issues. It asks for
an extension of the classical notion of attractor, success-
fully used to model the storage of discrete memory
items, like episodic memories, to a new entity that cap-
tures the continuous nature of space.
In a continuous attractor activity smoothly changes
with the position of the animal in the environment, so
that each point in space is uniquely represented in the
hippocampus. This situation corresponds to the pre-
sence of an infinite number of distinct stable configura-
tions of the system, each for a different point of the
environment.
It is not known how much this idealized notion corre-
sponds to the actual structure of the maps stored in the
hippocampus, and how well attractor dynamics can
approximate a continuous representation.
We address these questions, within a simplified math-
ematical network model. The model network simulates
the storage in CA3 of a spatial representation, its retrie-
val and its transfer to CA1. Through both analytical cal-
culations and computer simulations we evaluate the
ability of the network to represent different points in
space and we study the properties of the attractor land-
scape when different kinds of disorder (connections
dilution, heterogeneous place field distribution, multiple
maps) are introduced in the system. Moreover we inves-
tigate the possible role of CA1 in the realization of a
continuous attractor.
We find that even networks of considerable size can
only approximate the idealized notion of a 2D quasi-
continuous dynamical attractor, but that the presence of
CA1 generates a ‘smoother’ representation of space.
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